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How do find resources on ffa.org?

Step 1: Go to ffa.org 
Step 2: Open your dashboard and sign-in 
Step 3: Open your dashboard, find and click “Resources”  
Step 4: Scroll down to find and click open “Educators” on left 
hand side 
Step 5: Click on “Educator Resources” 

**Your resources are placed in one of the 7 areas of Local 
Program success

Footer description area.
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What are some resources each area contains?

Footer description area.

Category Title Topic/What Can I Use it for? 

Classroom and Laboratory Instruction  
New Horizons Teaching Guide: Great for sub plans or literacy lesson, goes along with the 
New Horizons Magazine, can find past teaching guides 

LifeKnowledge: Leadership lessons for officers, leadership class or any class you want to teach 
leadership skills 

Middle School Food and Agriculture Literacy Curriculum: Great for sub plans but still 
want students to go ahead in their learning or any middle school program, topics range from 
safety to leadership and covers all the career pathways in agriculture, comes with activities, 
worksheets, and rubrics 

Today’s Challenges; Today’s Leaders: Diversity, Advocacy, Sustainability and hunger; 
Enhance your students’ leadership skills and develop an awareness of the world around them. 
   
  



What are some resources each area contains?

   

Supervised Agriculture Experience 
(SAE)  

The Offical Student Handbook Advisor’s Guide Lessons: Breaks down each 
unit, tells which chapters to focus on, gives lessons and PowerPoints to supplement, 
great for that introduction to FFA 

SAE Templates: Student/Parent signature? Company signature?  Not sure what to 
look for on an SAE visit? templates of all this can be found here. 

SAE Handbook Sections: 1-2 Page PDFs for each section of the SAE Handbook, 
great for quick understanding of SAE and the handbook 

Certificate Templates: Links to the place in FFA Shop to buy paper certificates and 
zip file to create your own proficiency certificates through Excel  
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What are some resources each area contains?

FFA 
Banquet Planning--Instructors Guide: Great for new teachers or any teacher that 
has never done an End-of-Year Banquet, is in a zip file through dropbox that will have to 
be downloaded but has every aspect of the banquet experience 

Career Development Events Questions and Answers: Links to the CDE 
Resources page where you can get all the past National Tests and resources for contests 

Recruitment and Retention Promotional Guide: Link to find Rev It Up materials 
to recruitment, engagement and volunteerism in the FFA, great for new programs or 
new teachers looking to “Rev Up” their program 

Chapter Officer Educational Standards: Link to not only Chapter Officer 
Educational Standards but how Educational Standards align with other FFA activities and 
experiences, need to show why the activities we do in FFA are important and relevant?  
This is the place to find the standards to meet certain activities
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What are some resources each area contains?

Partnerships  
Food For America: Educational program focusing on agriculture literacy in elementary 
schools and communities, takes you to the Food For America FFA page for lessons, activities 
etc 

Living to Serve: Instructional Materials: Living to Serve instructional materials for 
middle school and high school on how to meet the requirements of their Living to Serve 
activities, as well as an advisors guide for Living to Serve 

Partners in Active Learning Support Instructional Materials: Youth mentoring 
program that matches caring and motivated FFA members with elementary youth, you can 
find all the lessons for the different grade levels in elementary 

Advisory Committee Manual: An example of what an advisory committee manual looks 
like, great for new teachers or other teachers that are looking to establish an advisory 
committee
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What are some resources each area contains?

Marketing  
Marketing Handbook: Don’t know how to market FFA?  Want to reach a 
specific audience?  This file has all those guides 

Broad Fields Bright Futures Videos: Videos to teach all about what is 
about SAE, classroom, partnerships etc. 
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What are some resources each area contains?

Professional and Personal 
Growth  

Professional Growth Handbook: This is great for teachers looking to 
grow in their professional career, looking to have goals? etc this is the place 
to go 

National Quality Programs Standards Online Assessment: Looking 
to see how your program matches up to National Standards this is the 
assessment to use, this also gets you to a place to find National AFNR 
Content Standards 

Reaching New Heights: Lesson Plans to use with your officer teams for 
leadership their duties etc.
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What are some resources each area contains?

Program Planning  
Agriculture Teachers Manual: Great resource for new teachers, borken 
down into 26 sections to hit topics on SAE, Instruction, FFA, Program 
Planning, Marketing, Personal and Professional Growth 

Program Planning: Guides to planning a successful FFA program 

Mpower: Guides and lessons to chapter leadership, great for chapter 
officers, members or in the classroom 
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